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Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße auf Gruppen
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Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren H. Heyer (Tübingen) und
L. Schmetterer (Wien) statt.

Von den 52 Teilnehmern aus '9 europäischen Ländern, Australien, Japan, Kanada,
Tunesien, der UdSSR und den USA wurden insgesamt 40 Vorträge gehalten. Dabei
kamen vielfältige wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretische Fragestellungen auf unterschiedli
chen Strukturen, namentlich auf Gruppen, Hypergruppen, Hall;>gruppen und Bäumen,
zur Sprache. So wurden etwa (zentrale) Grenzwertsätze, Einbettungssätze, Tran
sienzkriterien, Invarianzprinzipien, De Finetti-Sätze sowie potentialtheoretische Sätze
vorgestellt. Von besonderem Interesse dürften neue Methoden zur Konstruktion von
Hypergruppen gewesen -sein.

Am Anfang des täglichen Programms stand jeweils ein einstündiger Hauptvortrag.
Bei den Hauptvorträgen handelte es sich um Übersichtsvorträge zu den Themen:
Halbgruppen in der Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie; das Verhalten im Unendlichen und
harmonische Funktionen bei Irrfahrten auf Bäumen; theoretische Aspekte der Far
menanalyse; von Quantengruppen abgeleitete positive Faltungsstrukturen; Symme
triegruppen VOll Markov-Prozessen.. Neben den übrigen zwanzigminütigen Vorträgen
gab es Abendsitzungen zu den Themen: Transienz von Halbgruppen von Wahr
scheinlichkeitsmaßen auf kOßlmutativen Hypergruppen und Typenkonvergenz von
WahrscheinlichkeitsInaßen auf Lie-Gruppen.

Die Tagung endete nlit einem ausführlichen Vortrag über die Ein.bettung unendlich
teilbarer Wahrscheinlichkeitsmaße auf algebraischen Gruppen. Das in diesem Vor
trag angesprochene Problem, das vor kurzem in großer Allgemeinheit gelöst worden
ist, hat eine mit Oberwolfach eng verknüpfte Vergangenheit. Insbesondere war es
bereits Gegenstand ausführlicher Diskussionen in der ersten der bisher 10 Tagungen
zum Thema vom Jahre 1970.
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Abstracts

N. AOKI:

Probability measures and CI.perturbations of dynamical systems

-,.---~----

Let M be a closed manifold and Diffl(M) the set of all diffeomorphisms of M
endowed with the Cl-topology. The following is an important theorem in dynamical
systenls.
Theorem (Kupka, Smale). The set of all diffeomorphisms f E Diffl(M) satisfying

(i) all periodic points of f are hyperbolic,

(ii) the stahle manifold WS(x) :== {z : limn_CX) d(fn(x), fn(z)) == O} and the unsta
. ble manifold WU(y):== {z: limn_CX)d(f-n(y),f-n(z)) == O} meet transversally

for all pairs (x, y) of periodic points ~,y

is a residual set of Diff1
( M).

Now define the following

Jl(M) == Cl-interior oi {f E Diff1(M) If satisfies (i)}
KSI(M) == Cl-interior of {f E Diffl(M) If satisfies (i) and (ii)} .

Then by the Cl-perturbation based on probability measures we have that each dif
feomorphism belonging to Jl (M) satisfies Axiom A and has no cycle, and that each
diffeomorphism belonging to K SI(M) satisfies Axiom A and strong transversality.
This result is a positive answer to a question raised by Mafie and Palis.

J.P. ARNAUD

8tationary processes indexed by a homogeneous tree

Let T be the set of vertices of a homogeneous tree and X == (Xt )tET a seeond order
real valued process such"that E(XsXt ) depends onIy on the distance between the
vertices sand t. We construet a measure spaee (K, m) and an isometry of the •
c10sed subspace ?-leX) spanned by ..X" outo L2(m). With such an isometry every
question which concerllS to the linear structure of X (like prediction, filtering) will
be translated in a question about the concrete space L2(m) of funetions on K.

M.S. BINGHAM

An approximate martingale characterization of Brownian motion on
locally compact groups

Let G be a locally compact second countable Abelian group and let G be its dual
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group. Denote by (x, y) the value of the character y E G at the point x E G and
let 9 denote a loeal inner product on G x G. Let (0, I, (It)tE[O,lJ' P) be a stochas
tic basis which satisfies thc "usual canditions" of stochastic analysis. Consider a
G-valued staehastic process X = {X(t), t E [0, I]} on (O,I) adapted to (It ), with
continuous sampie paths and satisfying X(O) = e, the identity of G. CaU X an (Id
Wiener process corresponding to (<Ps,d if E[(X(t) - X(s),y)IIsl = exp[-~<p-"t(Y)]

for all y E G, 0 :s; s :s; t :s; 1 where {cPs,t : 0 :s; S :s; t :s; I} is a collection of coo
tinuous nonnegative forms on Gsuch that <p."t(Y) + 4Jt,u(Y) = cP."u(y) for all y E G,
o ~ s :s; t ~ u ~ 1 and cPo.t (y) -+ t/>o.o{Y) as t -+ O. For each positive integer n
choose points 0 = tn,o < t·n ,! < ... < tn,kn = 1 such that maxj(tn,j - tn,j-l) -+ 0
as n -+ 00. Denote ßn.jJ"( := X(tn.j) - X(tn,j-t}, ti.n,jcP:= <Ptn,i-l-fn,i' In,i := Itra,r'
Then X is an (Id- Wiener process corresponding to (4).,,t) if and only if

(I) L7~1IE[g(ti.n,jX,Y)IIn,i-lll-.!....0 as n -+ 00

(2) L~~lIE[g(ßn,j"\'", y)2IIn,j_l] - ß n,j4>(y)l· -.!.... 0 as n -+ 00 .

J .S. BONDAR:

Statistical applications oe probabilities on groups

An important problem in statistical decision theory is the construction of optimal
(snlallest risk) estimators which are invariant under the action of a group Gof trans
formations. If G is the real Hne, acting linearly on Rn, an effective construction has
long been known. We shall discuss the generalization of this construction to arbi
trary topological groups G. A key to this generalization is finding certain probability
measures on G; this in turn ean often be done using a result of Effros that (loosely
speaking), a transformation group either acts very nicely, or very badlY.

Ph. BOUGEROL:

Random walks on the symplectic group and the Kalman-Bucy filter

We eonsider the linear system

X n AnXn- 1 + Fncn
Yn CnXn + 1Jn

where (cn,1JIl) is a white noise and (An, Fn,On) is a sequence, known at time n,
of parameters which is stationary ergodie independent of the noise. Let Xn =
E(~\'"nIY}, ..., ~1) and P'1 = E«Xn - Xn)(Xn - Xn)*IYb .:., Yn). Then the recursive
Kalnlan equation says that
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where Mn are the Hamiltonian elements of Sp (d, IR), acting on the space Po of
symmetrie positive definite matrices by (~ ~) .Z = (AZ + B){C Z + D)-l. We show
that this set of Hamiltonians acts by contraction on Po, if Po is equipped with the
usual Riemannian metric. We deduce from this that nnder a weak controllability
and observability condition:

(i) There is a stationary process Pn E Po such that 11 Pn - Pn 11 ---4 0 a.s. for all
Po·

(ii) The filter is a.s. exponentially stable.

Tbe underlying ideas corne frorn tbe tbeory of products of random matrices.

I. DRYDEN:

Theoretical aspects oe shape analysis

•
Let G be a Lie group which acts smoothly on a differentiable manifold M. Then G
acts smoothly on MN, the space of N-tuples of M. The general shape space MN jG
is the set of orbits for this action. We investigate when M == lRk and G is the
Euclidean similarity group of mappings,

IRk ~ ffik : x ~ crx + v where c E R++, r E SO(K), v E IRk .

In t.his case the geometry of the orbit space (the shape spaee E%) has been studied
by D.G. Kelldall. It is of fundamental interest to study probability distributions of
shape. If the N points in IRk have independent isotropie Gaussian distributions with
different means and common varianee, then the resulting probability distribution of
shape in E Z. known for K == 2.
For K ~ 2 the QR decomposition can be used to obtain suitable shape coordinates.
Techniques from classical multivariate analysis, such as Bartlett'g decomposition and
integration over O(K), are adaptfld to obtain shape distributions. Further cases üf
illterest are when G is the isometry group SO(K) X lRk (c = 1) and the acceptance
of reBections (O( K) illstead of SO( K»). Tbe densities of the resulting distributions
involve hypergeometric functions of matrix argument and zonal polynomials. •
Recent developments in shape distribution theory are reported, in addition to es-
tablished results.

P. EISELE:

A generalization 01 the Kawada-Ito theorem

The classical Kawada-Ito theorem states that the sequence of the n-th convolution
powers of a probability measure J1. on a compact group converges (weakly, and nec
essarily to an idempotel1t measure) iff the support of J1. is not contained in a eoset
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•

H x = xH :f:. H of a compact subgroup H of G. In order to generalize this theorem
we considered a sequence (ln := AT(A)' .. Tu-I(A) where Ais a probability measure
on an arbitrary (locally compact or polish) group G and T an automorphism of G.
We got the following result:
Assume the fa.mily {T-n : nEIN} to be equicontinuous. Then en converges (nec
essarily to an idempotent T-invariant measure) if and only if the following two
conditions are fulfilled:

(1) The support of Ais not contained in a coset Hx = xT(H) :I H of a compact
subgroup of G;

(2) The support of A is contained in a compact T-invariant subgroup of G.

Other assunlptions on T were discussed and it was shown by the exampleG = lR,
T(x) = QX with Q E (0,1) that the above result cannot be valid for arbitrary
automorphisms.

L. ELlE:

Examples of statistical models related to random walks on groups

The starting point of this talk is to show that heteroscedastic models such as ARCH
models which first were introduced by Engle and which are used for financia.l time
series can be constructed by using randorn walks on the affine group of RA:.
Then we give a general franle for models with heteroscedastie errors w hieh is the
following: we consider models of the fornI

where Xn E RA:, en a sequence of i.i.d. random variables in ffi such that E(En ) = 0,
E(c~) = 1 and Cu independent of {Xp,p ~ n}~ We study the existence of a strictly
stationary solution, the moments and the ergodicity of the solution. In general these
models can't be embedded in an "affine" frame, hut we show that if we impose
Lipschitz conditions on the functions fand g, we can find sufficient canditions for
the existence of a strictly stationary ergodic solution in terms of the Lyapunov
exponent. We show by same examples simpleconditions, whieh are not difficult to
use in practice, in order to obtain solutions with moments of order 1 or 2. One
exampIe is the model

X n = a1Xn - 1+ ... + apXn - p + /ßo + ßIXf~-l + ... + ßqX;_q Cn

which generalizes autoregressive models with ARCH errors.
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G.M. FEL'DMAN:

Characterization problems oe mathelnatical statistics on Abelian
groups

Let X be a locally cOlnpact.Abelian group. The main result presented in this talk
is: Let Xi be independent random variables with values in the group X, having
distributions J.Li with nonvanishing characteristic functions, and let {ai}, {bi} be
sets of integers admissible for X. Independence of the farms LI == al~l +... +a..~..
and L2 = bl~l + ... b.s(" implies that all J.li are Gaussian distributions if and only if
either X is a group wühout torsion or all elements in J'Y have the order p, where p
is a prime number. e
L. GALLARDO:

A central limit theorem on a two-dimensional hypergroup

For a > 0, disk polynomials R~l.n(Z, z) are defined (in polar coordinates) in terms
of the normalized Jacobi polynomials by

RO (n B) == R.(0.lm-nl>(2e2 _ 1)n1m-n1ei(m-n)8
,n:n e:'" ml\n e:" •

The linearization formula for these polynomials has coeflicients which are positive.
This allows us to define a convolution on lN 2

, say *0' Then (lN2
, *0) is acommutative

hypergroup. For the random walks associated with this structure we obtain the
following theorem: Let Bk = (Xk , Yk ) the position at time k of a random walk .of
law J.L (J1, adapted). Suppose E(X1 - Yd == 0 and a == E((X1 - Yl)2) finite and also
b == Em.n J.t(m, n)(Q~l mn + m + n) < 00. Then the sequence of random vectors
(k-~Xk' kfrac12Yk) converges in distribution to the probability measure

20 +1
2 1 2

_______=-----(xy)O(x + y)e-bZYe-~(z-y) dx dy (x 2:: 0, y 2:: 0) .
v'21Tä bn +1r(a + 1)

For the simple random walk (i.e. a =b = 1), the sequence cf the random walks ~
converges in distribution to the following probability measure on ffi.:

where D-o is the cylinder parabolic function of index -0.
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o. GEBUHRER:

Transience of semigroups oe probability measures on commutative
hypergroups

M. Itö proved in 1983 the following theorem: Let {JLt} be a semi group of proba
bility measures on a locally compact Abelian group; then '" = /000 J.tt dt is a Radon
measure (that is the semi group {J.tt} is transient) if (and only if) Re (~) belongs

to Lloc ( G, d'"Y) where 1/J is the exponent of {J.tt}. This proof answers a question of
C. Berg of a purely analytical proof for that criterion; however having in mind the
same question for cOlnmutative locally compact hypergroups, it is necessary to look
for a new analytical approach, avoiding the structure theorems of locally compact .
Abelian groups. We expqse here how to make a step in that direction: Under the
supplementary hypothesis linl infx _ oo Re ('l/J) > 0, we show that in fact the "if" part
of the theorem is still true for power type growth hypergroups.

J. GLOVER:

Symmetry groups of Markov processes

Aigebr'aic structures have enjoyed a special röle in Markov processes from the very
beginning of the subject. Probabilists focussed much of their attention initiallyon.
independent increment processes in the group lRd

. As Markov processes matured,
probabilists began to study them in more general settings, and there is often' no al
gebraic structure in evidence on the state space these days. We will explore metho,ds
of introducing algebraic structures on the state space which are naturally associated
with the process. In several instances, after an invertible probabilistic transforma
tion, they will become independent increment processes in the new group structure.

c. HASSENFORDER:

Characterization oe same particular Gaussian processes indexed by
a homogeneaus tree

Let T be the set of vertices of a homogeneous tree and (Xt)tET a second order ieal
or complex valued process such that the expected value E(X$Xt ) depends 'onlyon'
the distance between the vertices sand t. Arnaud and Letac have constructed the
Karhunen representation for such a process (Le. a measure space (K, 1i, m) and
an isometry of the closed subspace of L2(o., A, P) spanned by (Xt)tET ooto L2(m)).
Heuce, we have now a marvellous tool to study processes like (XdtET. Here we
consider two simple problems.
(1) Which processes are such that there exist p in [-1,1], '" > 0 with E(X$Xt ) =
K.pd(3.t)? For Gaussian time se~es, this is tbe standard Ornstein-Uhlenbeck discrete
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process, which can be characterized by a Markov property. We shall extend this
Markov property to the tree in a suitable sense.
(2) Which stationary processes X on a tree have areal spectral measure Mx concen
trated on one point? These processes can be characterized by the following property:
If Tl is a finite subtree such that the valencies of the vertices are either q + 1 or 1
(for the set T2 of end points) then the knowledge of (Xt )tET2 gives the deterministic
knowledge of (Xt )tETl .

V.A. KAIMANOVICH:

Boundaries of random walks on solvable groups

Let G be a discrete group and J1 a probability measure on G. Then consider the
Poisson boundary: the spectrum of the algebra of bounded JL-harmonic functions on
G. One can ask about a description of the Poisson boundary in terms of intrinsic
properties of the group G. Here we consider two examples:
1) G = Aff(71[~]) - the affine group of the dyadic rational line. Let a = E log a,

where a group element 9 is written as 9 = (~ ~). 1t is weIl known that if Q < 0

then for a.e. trajectory Yn = ("ot v;n) of the random walk there exists a limit
'P0Cl = lim 'Pn E IR. This is also true for the group Aff(lR) , b~t here one can get
nontrivial behaviour at infinity also in the case Q > O. In this case <{J0Cl = lim <{Jn E ([~h

the field of z-adic numbers. Using the entropy teehnique one can prove that this is
in fact the whole Poisson boundary, i.e. it coincides with :IR for a < 0, with Q2 for
a > 0, and is trivial for a = O. An analogons description is also obtained for the
case where
2) G is a polycyclic group. On the other hand, the problem of proving maximality
of a certain natural boundary for a dass of non-polycyclic solvable graups is still
open.

E. KANIUTH:

Thc Pompeiu problem for groups

Let G be a loeally compact grotip. A relatively compact Borel set E in Gof positive
Haar measure is called Pompeiu set for L1(G) (equivalently, for the measure algebra
M(G)) if for f E Ll(G) tbe condition JxEy f(t) dt = 0 for all x, y E G, implies f = Q.

G is said to be a Pompeiu group if each relatively compact Borel subset of G with
positive measure is a Pompeiu set. The appropriate tool to deal with such problems
is group representation theory. In fact, E is a Pompeiu set if 1r(XE-l) -:I 0 for all X in
some dense subset of the dual Gof G. It turns out that if G is first countable, then
there exist Pompeiu sets in abundance. The problem of when Gis Pompeiu is much
more intricate, a necessary condition being that G contains 110 nontrivial compact
normal subgroup. However, it can be solved for various classes of l.e. groups as
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folIows:

(i) A nilpotent l.c. group is Pompeiu if and only if -it contains no nontrivial
compact element;

(ii) Every simply connected solvablE' Lie group is a Pompeiu group;

(iii) A discrete group G is Pompeiu iff its finite conjugacy dass subgroup is tor
sionfrce.

(iv) A semi-direct product G = K)<J N, where K is a compact Lie group and N is
Abelian, is Pompeiu if and only if N contains no compact elements i- e and
for every A in same dense subset of N, the stability subgroup of ..\ in K is
trivial..

(Joint work with A. Carey and W. Moran, U. of Adelaide.)

T. KOORNWINDER:

Positive convolution structures obtailled {rom quantum groups

A quantum group is a virtual object which can be studied from the Hopf algebra
of "polynomial" functions on it. If the Hopf algebra is moreover a Hopf *-algebra
generated by the matrix elements of a unitary corepresentation and if there is a suit
ahle C· -algebra c10sure then we are in the situation of Woronowicz's compact matrix
pseudogroups and analogues of harmonie analysis on compact groups, like tbe Haar
functional and the Schur orthogonality relations, are available. We also define the
quantum analogue of a Gelfand pair (G, K), (G, K compact). Then the subalgebra
of "normal" elements of the Hopf *-algebra provides a very natural example of a
diserete, possibly noneommutative hypergroup. In particular, we can. tbus prove
the positivity of linearization coefficients for certain little q-Jacobi polynomials and
certain Askey-Wilson polynomials.

R. LASSER:

On polynomial hypergroups

There is a elose relationship between certain orthogonal polynomial sequenees and
polynomial hypergroups. Two theorems are given describing structural aspeets of
polynomial hypergroups.
Theorem 1: Given an orthogonal polynomial sequence (Fn(x))neJNo defined by

xFn(x) == enPn+l(X) + dnPn- 1(X), Po(x) == 1, Pl(X) =: x/ea, the minimal param
eter sequence (cn)~=o of (dnen-l)~=l defines a polynomial hypergroup if dn :$; dn+b
dn + en ~ dn+1Cn+l alld dn ~ en, provided (dnCn-l)~l is achain sequence.
The proof heavily depends on arecent result of Szwarc.
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Theorem 2: Given an orthogonal polynomial sequence {Pn{x})nelNo with Pn(l} = 1,
which defines a polynomial hypergroup on lNo and for which Cn (l-Cn -l) ~ ~ as n ~
00, then property (T) holds, (i.e. Pn(x) = Ek=oan,kTk(x), Tk(x) = cos(karccosx)
and an.,1.: ~ 0).
As an application of theorem 1 a lot of new polynomial hypergroups are given,
as associated ultraspherical polynomials, Pallaczek polynomials and random walk
polynomials.

M. LEITNER:

On the prediction of weakly stationary processes indexed by a
commutative hypergroup

A family (Xa)aEK) of square integrable scalar random variables on a probability
space (O,~, P) indexed by a comlßutative hypergroup (K, *,- ,e) is called K-weakly
stationary, if

(i) the means are canstant, Le. EXa = c for all a E K;

(ii) the covariance function given by p(a, b) = E«Xa - c)(Xb - c» is bounded,
~ontinuous and satisfies '

p(a, b) = Ix p(t, e) da * b(t) .

Results:

(i) There is a generalized Wald decomposition for K-weakly stationary process'es.

For the special case K = lNo, K induced by an orthogonal polynomial sequence·
(Pn}nElNo with respect to an orthogonalization measure 1r, we have

(ii) Modified moving-average processes can be defined.

(iii) If 1r is continuous, every purely nondeterministic process with spectral density
f E L I (1r), is a moving-average process.

(iv) If a polynomial weakly stationary process has a spectral density fELl (1l')
with I/fE L I (1r}, then it is purely nondeterministic.

c. MARKETT:

Hypergroups 01 Sturm-Liouville type and polynomial hypergroups:
An approach via partial differential and difference equation techniques

Sturrn-Liouville hypergroups are convolution algebras of Borel measures on the pos
itive half-line or on a compact interval, which arise from a generalized translation

10
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operator acting multiplicatively on the eigenfunctions of a given Sturrn-Liouville
problem, Le., Ty : tpy(x) -+ tpy(x )fPy(y). An appropriate way to find a closed rep
resentation of this operator is to solve a corresponding hyperbolic initial boundary
value problem. For this purpose, an approach is presented which is based on Rie
mann's integration method and extensions of it. Some .typical exarnples associated
with classical singular Sturrn-Liouville equations of both compact and noncompact
type are discussed. We also present a discrete analogue of Riemann 's method which
enables one, in principle, to derive the linearization formula for a given sequence of
orthogonal polynonlials and thus to find new examples of polynomial hypergroups.

e M. McCRUDDEN:

Embedding infinitely divisible probabilities on almost algebraic groups

Theorem. Let G be an almost algebraic (real) group, suppose J.L is an infinitely
divisible probability measure on G. Then there is a continuous homomorphism
t ...-+ J-Lt of If4 into P(G), the space of probability measures on G, such that J.l = j.Ll·
Outline 01 proof: (i) We can go to a subgroup G* of G, which is almost algebraic,
such that J.l is infinitely divisible on G* and such that Z(j.L, C*). = {x E G : xy 7
yx, for all y E sup(JL)} is a compact extension of a simply connected nilpotent
almost algehraic group L. (ii) We now use the factor compactness theorem, the
"root set sequence" constructioll, and a property of L called "affine root rigidity" to
produce a root v of p, and a closed subgroup H otc such that v is root compac~ and
infinitely divisible on H. We than embed v by standard arguments, thllS embedding
JL.

P. MILNES:

Haar measure für compact right topological groups

These groups arise in topological dynamics as the enveloping semigroups of dis
tal ßows. An example is G = TI' x E('IT) with multiplication (w', h')(w, h) =
(w'wh' 0 h(ei),h' 0 h) (where 'IT is the circle group and E = E(TI') is the set of all
endomorphisms of 1f). Typical in this situation is that right translations t -+ ts,
G ~ C are a11 continuous and that A = {a E G It -t st is conitinuous} (= TI' x 7l
here) is dense in G. Noting that L1 = TI' x {1}<J G and GILI ~ E, we can define .
a measure J.l on G by /1·(f) == ICILl (ILl fest) dt) ds (f E C(G)), dt and ds indicating
integration with respect to Haar nleasures on L1, and E, resp·ectively. Calculation
shows that J.L is right invariant and unique as such, hence also left invariant. Our
mild strengthening of Namioka's structure theorem for compact right topological
groups G permits us to use the ideas above and his constructioD. of a left invari
ant measure on C (which necd not be unique) and demonstrate the existence of a
(unique) invariant measure on G, accordingly called Haar measure. ;
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A. MUKHERJEA:

Semigroups, random walks, and attractors

In this talk, we diseuss attraetors A(x) defined by

A(x) = {y E EIPr(Wnx E N(y) Lo.) > 0 for every open set N(y) 3 y}

where Wn = XnXn- 1... XI, and (X1:)~1 is an i.i.d. seq~enee of random variables in
a given family of funetions from a complete metrie spaee E iuto itself. In particular,
we eonsider several examples where E = (Rd )+ or Rd. The following result was used
in the discussion: If E = (Rd )+, then for x = (XI,X2, ••• ,Xd) with each Xi > 0,

A(x) = {BxIB is a reeurrent state of the random walk (Wn )} .

N.OBATA:

Isometrie Operators between L1-algebras of hypergroups

In this talk an analogue of Wendel's theorem for hypergroups and its application
to eharacterization of loeally eompaet groups are diseussed. For a hypergroup K
(always assumed to have a left invariant measure) we denote' by k the set of all
characters X of K, nameIy, (i) X : K ~ TI' continuous; (ii) X(x *y) = X(x)X(y). For
two hypergroups K I and K 2 a map 'T : K I --+ K 2 is called (hypergroup) isomorphism
if(i) 'T is ahomeomorphism; (ü) T.(Oz*Oy) = o".(z)*o".(y). Ifwi andw2 areieft invariant
measures of K I and K 2 , respectively, T.WI = CW2 for some c > O.
Theorem. Let K I and K2 be hypergroups and, Al and A 2 be subalgebras of M(K1 )

and M(K2 ), respectively, such that L1(Ki) C At C M(Ki), i = 1,2. Assume T :
Al -+ A2 to be an isometrie algebra-isomorphism. Then, there exist an isomorphism
T : K I -+ ](2 and a character X E K2 such that TJ.t = X . T.J.t, J.t E M(K1 ).

If we take A = L1(Kj ), we get immediately an analogue of Wendel's theorem fo'r
hypergroups. As a simple application we obtain the
Proposition. For x E K we define tP~ E B(L1(K)) by tPzj = Dz * f * ozv. If <Pz is an
isometrie operator for all x E K, then K is a Ioeally compact group.

G.PAP:

Rate of eonvergence in the central limit theorem on stratified groups

Let H be tbe Heisenberg group (IRa with the produet (Xl, X2, X3) 0 (Yb Y2, Y3) =
(Xl + Yl, X2 + Y2, X3 + Y3 + ~(XIY2 - X2Yl». Let Ct : H ~ H be defined by
Ot(x) = (tXl' tX2, t2xa) for t > 0, x = (Xb X2,Xl) E H. Let p(x) = (x1 + x~ + x~)t
for x E Hand B(a, r) := {x EH: p(a-Ix) < r} for a E H, r > 0. We obtain the
following result for tbe speed of convergeoce in CLT 00 H.
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Theorem. There is a constant c > lJ such that one has for all J1. E P( H) with

(MI) In Xi J,t(dx) = 0, i = 1,2,3, (M2) JH xix;.j.L{dx) = Oi;, i,j = 1,2,

(rvf3) JH x~ J.l{dx) < 00, i =' 2,3,

and all n ~ 4, a EH, r > 0 the inequality.

IOl/..,hiJ1.ft(B(a, r» - II(B(a, r»1 ~ c K(a, r) (M3(J1.) + M6 (J.L» n-1
/
2

,

where K(a,r) = (1 + min{p(a),r})(1 + l+~(O) and v E P(H) is the "standard"
Gaussian measure on Hand MI.:(J.L) = JH(P(X»k J1.(dx), k E"N.
The generalization of this theorem is obtained for the class of stratified groups defined
as folIows:
Let G be a simply connected, nilpotent Lie group. Gis called graded, if its Lie algebra
9 has the subvectorspace decomposition 9 = 0;=1 Vi such that [Vi, Vj] C Vi+; for
i + j ~ s, and [Vi, Vj] = {O} for i + j > s. G is called stratified, if in addition VI
generates the whole 9 as an algebra.
The reasons of the nonuniformity of the above estimat.e are discussed.

M. PICARDELLO:

Martin boundaries oe products of Markov chains

Let Pi be stoehastic transition operators on state spaces Xi, (i = 1,2), transient and
irreducible. For 0 < 0 < 1, let Ra = o(PI ~ Id) +(1- o)(Id® P2 ) on Z = XI X X 2 .

For every t ~ p(Ra) (the spectral radius of Ra, equal to ap(Pt) + (1 - o)p(P2»
there exist positive eigenfunctions of Ra with eigenvalue t. Denote by E(Ra, t) the
minimal positive t-eigenfunctions. Ivforeover, let I t be the segment I t = {(Tb r2) E
rn?: Ti ~ p(Pi ) ,OTl + (1 - a)r2 = t}. We show that

E(Ro, t) = Uc(Pb Tl) ~ C(P2, r2)
1t

and determine the topology of the ·minimal part of the Martin boundary. This
eomplements (and completes) results of Molchanov for the operator PI ~ P2 •

P. RESSEL:

Semigroups in pr~bability theory

A survey. is given on tbe applications of harmonie analysis on (Abelian) semigroups
to problems in probability theory. The main tool is the generalized Fourier-Laplace
transform, generalizing the classical Fourier transform, Laplace transform, generat
ing funetion, distribution function, and also infinite dimensional versions thereof.
A very general De FinettijSchoenberg-type theorem is presented from which many
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representations of symmetrie probability distributions are derived; these include
new results in mixtures of non-homogeneous product measures. Finally a classical
inequality of Hoeffding is extended to general semigroups, showing for example a
rather peculiar different behaviour of the actual variance and the mean empirical
variance of partial sums of independent variables.

H. RINDLER:

Weak containment properties and taU groups

If G is a group acting on a measure space (X, IJ.), 11. is the orthogonal complement .
of the G-invariant functions in L2(X, J.l), 'Ir the regular representation of G on 'H. If
1 < 'Ir (i.e. if 'Ir weakly contains the trivial representation) then G behaves similar
to simple or commuting transformations. If 1 "i- 'Ir, G has very strong ergodic prop
erties.
Chou stated in Trans. AMS, 317, 229-253 (1990) that, if Gk are pairwise noni
somorphic simple groups, then G == n~lGk is a tall group (i.e. there exist only
finitely many inequivalent irreducible representations of degree n for all n E lN) and
1 < 'Ir (7r acts on L~(.~) = {f E L2

, J f dx = O}, dx denotes the Haar-measure)..
Lemma 3.3 and Prop. 3.4 in that paper are wrong. A counter example is given
by G ~ llpElPPSl(n, IFp), n ~ 3, IP set of primes, F p = 'll/ 7l' The statement of
Chou, remains valid for finite simple groups GI.: and sUitabfe positive integers nk

(G = IIb10;;1:). As a consequence there exist compact groups that do not have
the dual Bohr approximation property. (Some problems with partial solutions are
mentioned). .

I.Z. RUZSA:

Infinite convolution of distri.putions on discrete commutative
semigroups

We consider the convergence of an infinite convolution J.l.1J..t21J.3··· of probability
measures on a discrete commutative semigroup H. For a h E H we say that this is
stubbornly convergent at h, if for every sequence Ab '\2,'\3' .. of measures such that
Ai = J..ti' for all j < jo the sequence (AIA2"''\n)({h}) is convergent. A necessary
and sufficient condition for stubborn convergence at h is given. A simple corollary is
the following: if lim inf J.Ln( I) > 0 for the set I = {x EH: x2 = x} of idempotents,
then lIn = IJ.IJ.1.2 ••• lJ.n converges to some v vaguely. An application to the logarithmic
density of certain sets of integers is found also.
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R. SCHOTT:

Constrained random walks

The basis of this talk is a joint work with G. Louchard (Universite de Bruxelles).
We consider random walks. (Le. diffusions processes) inside bounded domains of
lRn

• The boundary is partly reßecting and partly absorbing. Such kind of domains
permit to modelize the behaviour of some distributed algorithms (ex: the two stacks
problem, the banker's algorithm etc.). We use techniques familiar for people working
on random walks / diffusions on groups in order to give the explicit form of the
hitting time and pIace of the absorbing boundary (tbe probability distributions
are expressed in terms of tbe probability measure and of the size of the absorbing .
boundary). We show also how to obtaill pJ~), the probability that starting fram
the point 9 tbe random walk comes back to the same point in n E :IN steps. Thc
distribution of the last leaving time (from g) before absorbation is also given. Finally
we mention some open problems in this area and diseuss the possibility of using
conformal mappillg techniques.

M. SCHÜRMANN:

U nitary evolutions with q-independent increments

Let q be a eomplex number, Iql = 1. The unitary processes with independent, sta
tionary increments of [M. 5eh, Prohab. Th. Rd. Fields 84 (1990)] are generalized to
a q-version (q = 1 yields the old processes): the increments of disjoint intervals are
DO longer assumed to commute hut to q-commute, i.e. commutators we replaced by
q-commutators. Again the processes can be realized as solutions of quantum stochas
tic integral equations in the sense of [R.L. Hudson, K.R. Parthasarathy, Commun.
Math. Phys. 93 (1984)]. The pr~senee of a q result in a second quantization of
multiplication by powers of ij factor in the corresponding integral equation. The re
sult eau he generalized to quantum stoehastic processes on q-*-bialgebras lM. Seh.,
Preprint, Heidelberg 1990].

e A.L. SCHWARTZ:

Polynomial hypergroups and generalizations

, There are possibly two hypergroups assoeiated with orthogonal polynomials {Pn}~=o'

Formally; for sequenees a, b, and c the implication a * b c {:}
(LI.: akPn)(Ek bnPn) = L enPn may define a discrete polynomial hypergroup, and
if 0 is tbe measure of orthogonality normalized 'to mass 1, the implieation f * 9 =
h <=> (J f Pn do)(J 9 Pn da) = J h Pn da. may define a continuous polynomial hyper
group.
There are many exampIes of the diserete ones, and new ones are continually being
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discovered. If M( No) is a Banach algebra with respect to *, necessary and sufficient
conditions are given that the convolution arises as above from orthogonal polyno
mials. One consequence is that there can be no polynomial hypergroups when the
measure has unboundcd support.
Of the continuous variety, it is shown that the only possibilities are those associated
with the Jacobi polynomials.
But, this class can be generalized to Jacobi type hypergroups which include all
hypergroups on a compact interval known to the speaker, the recent results on
Fourier-Bessel series of Markett and the eigenfunctions of the perturbed ultraspher
ical equations due to the speaker, Markett and Connett.

P.M. SOARDI:

Random walks on the edge graph of a tHing of the plane

Suppose that T = {T} is a tiling of IR? such that T is locally finite, every tile has
at most N edges, the diameters of the tiles are uniformly bounded and the following
holds: There is a K > 0 such that RT ::; rT for all T E T, where RT and rT are the
circumradius and the inradius of the tile T. Call such a tHing quasi-normal. The
simple random walk on the edge graph of T is defined by assigning for each vertex
equal probability of moving in every direction. Then:
Theorem: The simple random walk in the edge graph of a quasi-normal tiling is
recurrent.
The proof is obtained by using the properties of the extremallength of a set of paths
and properties of the Dirichlet spaces.

K. TRIMECHE:

. Permutation operators and central limit theorem associated with partial
differential operators

We consider the partial differential operators:

•

a
Ll1 =-,

8x
82 20: + 1 a 82

Ll2 = - + --- - 
8r2 r 8r 8x2

with (r,x) E ]0, +oo[ x lR and a E lR,O: ~ O.
In this work we determine permutation operators of Llt, Ll2 into Ll1 , ~. Next we
study a harmonie analysis and we prove a eentral limit theorem associated witb tbe
operators Ll}, Ll2 •
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T.C. VREM:

The LP-conjecture for hypergroups

LP-conjecture: Let K be a l.c. hypergroup. If LP * LP C V for some 1 < p < 00

then K is compact.
In 1988 S. Saeki proved the LP-conjecture for an arbitrary locally compact group.
The result also holds for ccrtain classes of I.c. hypergroups and various values of p.
1. If K is discrete then the LP-conjecture holds for p > 2 and if K is also A belian
then the LP-conjecture holds for alt 1 < p < 00.

2. If K is Abelian then the LP·conjecture holds for all P 2:: 2.
3. If K is a Z-hypergroup with compact maximal subgroup then K satisfies the
LP-conjecture for all p ~ 2.
4. If K is a hypergronp join where K = H V I, H compact and I discrete then
K satisfies the LP-conjecture for all 1 < P -< 00 if I is Abelian and K satisfies tbe
LP-conjecture for p > 2 if I is not Abelian.

M.E.. WALTER:

Some remarks on finite groups

If G and H are locally compact groups and

Pt (G) = {p : G -t <D Ip is continuous, positive definite, p(e) ~ I} ,

PI (H) similarly defined, wc have the following
Theorem. Pl(G) ~ P1(H) {:> H ~ G where the first isomorphism is one of ordered
convex semigroups (under pointwise operations + and .).
Two groups with nonisomorphic enveloping C·-algebras are said to have different
orientations. This concept is usefnl in partially classifying finite groups.

w. WOESS:

Behavior at infinity and harmonie funetions for random walks on graphs

Let (X, E) be a locally finite, connected, infinite graph, and {Zn} a random walk
with state space X and transition matrix P, in same sense aciapted to the graph
structure (minimal requirement: all states communicate)..
The problems addressed here are the following:

A) Type problem: Is {Zn} recurrent or transient.

B) Suppose that {Zn} is transient. How does Zn tend to infinity? I.e., consider a
"natural" compactification X of X. Is it true that Zn ~ Zoo a.s., where ZCXl
is a random variable on the boundary ax = X \ X ?
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C) In the situation of B), is the Dirichlet problem solvable with respect to the
given compactification? I.e., does every continuous function on ax extend
continuously to a function on X which is harmonie on X with respect to P ?

D) How good is our compactification? (Observe that "good" means "big", such
that B) still admits positive answer.)

0.1) Does (J)( give the Poisson boundary, which serves for deterrnining all
bounded P-harmonic functions ?

D.2) Does ax even coincide with the Martin boundary, which serves for the
description of all positive P-harmonic functions ?

We discuss these questions and their answers in several selected cases, such as integer
lattices, trees and hyperbolic graphs.

K. YLINEN:

Some group-related polymeasures with applications

Let X}, ... , X n be locally compact Hausdorff spaces. A bounded n-linear form P : .
Co(X I ) x·· . x CoCX"n) ~ CD is ealled a polymeasure. A noncommutative polymeasure .
P : Al X .•• x An -+ <C involves general C·-algebras Ab ... , A·n • It is well.known that
M(A 1 ®·· . ® An) C CB(AI, ... , An) C P M(At, ... , An} where PM(A}, ... , An} is the
space of noncommutative polymeasures, CB(AI, ... ,An ) is the space of completely
bounded multilinear forms in the sense of Christensen and Sinclair, and M(A I @

... ® An) is the space of linear forms continuous with respect to the maximal C··
norm and identified with the corresponding n-linear forms on Al x .,. x An. The
talk is concerned with construction of polymeasures essentially using techniques of
harmonie analysis, showing that the above inclusions are in nontrivial situations
proper (except in the rase governed by the Grothendieck inequality). Applications
to random fields on locally compact groups are indicated.

A. ZEMPLENI:

Counterexamples concerning Hun semigroups

Ruzsa and Szekely introduced the nation of Hun semigroups as a generalization of
Kendall's Delphic semigroups. They proved the analog of Hincin's decomposition
theorem in arbitrary Hun semigroups and the infinite divisibility of antiirreducibles
for normable ones.
We investigated D(lR?, V), the maximum semigroup ofindependent, JR.2-valued ran
dom variables. By the help of Balkema-Resnick's characterization of max-infinitely
divisible distributions and by a sufficient condition for F E D(lR?, V) being an
türreducible we showed that in this structure not all antiirreducible elements are
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•

infinitely divisible. D(IR?, V) is n~rmable but not Hun. This shows the relevance of
this property in algebra.ic probability theory.
The stability of Hun semigroups was introduced by Ruzsa and Szekelyas weIl. They
showed that this notion ensures a lot of "nice" properties of the semigroups. An
other direction of the use of stability was my theorem concerning the Hun property
of D(S) where S is a sta:b1e Hun semigroup. I gave an example which showed that
without the stability this statement is not true.

Hm. ZEUNER:

Invariance principles for oue-dimensional hypergroups

Let (K,.) be either a polynomial hypergroup (on IN) or a Sturm-Liouville hyper
group on II4 with A beilig the density of the Haar measure. Consider an i.i.d. se
quence of K-valued random variables X n and the corresponding random walk (Sn)n
defined by the randomized sums Sn := ALj=t Xj. We suppose that the generalized
variance (72 of X j is finite and define JL := E.(Xt ) as the generalized expectation.
Then we have the following results:
Theorem. If Cl' := li~x~ exists then the cadlag processes (~ : t ~ 0) converge
in probability towards the Bessel process (Yq2t : t ~ 0) with parameter Cl' +1 (in the
Skorohod space D[O,oo[).
A similar results holds for polynomialhypergroups with n[€n*€t(n+l)~cn.cl(n-l)]

converging under mild assumptions.
Theorem. Suppose that~ == 2U + 0(*) as x ~ 00 with {! > O. Then the pro-

cesses (SlntJ:1ntJ~ : t ~ 0) converge in probability towards the Brownian moti.on
(Bq2t : t ~ 0).

V.M. ZOLOTAREV:

Limit theorems for..... linear models as stability theorems

At the present time there are some generalizations of the classical theory of limit
theorems for JRn, Hand some Abelian groups and semigroups. They are based
on the condition of independence of "summands" only. In all of these theories
criteria of convergence of distributions of "sums" in double array schemes have a
universal form, so there is a reason to think that this form of convergence criteria
will be a universal one for all Abelian groups in which characteristic functions or
their analogues can be introduced. The criteria of convergence have an equivalent
form in the theory of stability for the corresponding problem of characterization of
distributions. Perhaps this phenomenon is also a universal one at least for some
classes of Abelian groups.

Berichterstatter: P. EiseIe
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